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Objectives: To investigate body image and psychosocial adjustment among competitive bodybuilders, non-competitive weight trainers, and athletically active men.

Methods: Participants were 40 men in each of the three groups who were assessed on body composition and multiple facets of body image evaluation, investment and anxiety, eating attitudes, and social self esteem.

Results: Relative to the other two groups, competitive bodybuilders had greater body mass due to fat-free body mass. Although groups did not differ in their situational body image discomfort, competitive bodybuilders and weight trainers had a more positive global appearance evaluation and were more psychologically invested in their physical appearance. Compared with active controls, men in both weightlifting groups were more satisfied with their upper torso and muscle tone. Competitive bodybuilders reported more mid torso satisfaction than the other two groups. Competitive bodybuilders also wished to be significantly heavier than controls did and reported higher social self esteem but greater eating disturbance.

Conclusions: The findings suggest that competitive bodybuilders as a group are not more “muscle dysmorphic” than either non-competitive weight trainers or physically active men who do not train with weights.
bodybuilders were included in this study because their exercise and lifestyle behaviours seem to embody the outward expression of an internalised societal pressure to aspire to the ideal male physique. Thompson also observed that the failure to distinguish among subgroups of weightlifters is a methodological concern in bodybuilding research to date. Therefore we compared competitive bodybuilders with men who regularly engage in non-competitive weight training. Our inclusion of a physically active control group is empirically more precise than a group that consists of more sedentary men. Furthermore, we addressed problems with using body mass index and body fat percentages in research with athletes by measuring relative muscularity in a formula that uses height, weight, and approximate percentage of body fat to calculate a fat-free mass index (FFMI).

We used the FFMI because groups of athletic men, although potentially similar in body fat percentage, can differ considerably in levels of muscularity. As is essential in body image research, we assessed multiple facets of the construct to include measures of global or overall appearance evaluation, satisfaction with specific body areas, emotional body image experiences—for example, social physique anxiety—and the extent of psychological investment in one’s physical appearance. Furthermore, we compared these cohorts on established measures of eating pathology and social self-esteem.

METHODS

Participants
Participants were 120 men recruited from bodybuilding competitions, gyms, martial arts schools, and other recreational athletic organisations in the southeastern United States. At bodybuilding competitions, the principal investigator approached contestants located backstage or elsewhere in the competition hall. Audience members were also approached. For the remaining recruitment sites, the principal investigator requested space near the establishment entrance and approached individuals as they were arriving or leaving. Potential subjects were given a written notification form that outlined study expectations, inclusion/exclusion criteria, risks and benefits, costs and payments, withdrawal privilege, and investigator contact information. Those who met inclusion/exclusion criteria either accepted or refused study involvement after reading the notification form. As a recruitment incentive, a lottery offered five prizes from $15 to $100.

After informed consent procedures, subjects completed a questionnaire that included basic information, along with items querying current and ideal height and weight, frequency of nutritional—for example, protein powders—or performance enhancing supplement use—for example, creatine monohydrate—and associated monthly costs for supplementation. Participants were invited to list the type and brand of supplements used. The questionnaire did not explicitly interrogate use of anabolic-androgenic steroids. Martin et al questioned the appropriateness of three of the 12 original SPAS items and recommended use of a nine item scale. In the current study, this version of the SPAS was internally consistent (Cronbach’s $\alpha = 0.85$).

Texas social behaviour inventory (TSBI)

The TSBI35 measures social self esteem and consists of 16 items rated on a five point Likert scale, from “not at all characteristic of me” (0) to “very much characteristic of me” (4)—for example, “I make a point of looking other people in the eye”; “When in a group of people, I usually do what the others want rather than make suggestions”; Higher scores reflect a high self perceived confidence, social dominance, and social competence. In this study, the TSBI’s Cronbach’s $\alpha$ was 0.85.

The eating attitudes test (EAT-26)

The 26 item EAT is a widely used screening assessment for eating disorders. The EAT-26 was included in this study because of expectations that dietary restraint or even frank eating disorders could be present in athletes invested in leanness or appearance. Subjects rate statements on a six point scale from “never” (1) to “always” (6). Ratings are transformed and summed such that, after reverse scoring,
responses of 1, 2, and 3 are all coded as 0 and ratings of 6, 5, and 4 are coded 3, 2, and 1, respectively. The measure’s internal consistency was 0.87 in the current study.

**Rating of weigh in distress**
This rating was incorporated as a simple, face valid measure of body image affect. This assessment provides a simple, face valid measure of situational body image anxiety.²⁷ With the examiner absent, participants weigh themselves on a standard scale and then rate their discomfort on a subjective units of distress scale (SUDS) from 0 to 100, with 100 being extremely distressed/unnecessary.

**Percentage body fat and distress rating**
Percentage body fat was estimated from the sum of skinfold caliper measurements taken at four sites (biceps, triceps, subscapular, and suprailiac), using the equations of Durnin and Wormersley.¹⁸ The validity of this method of estimation has been reconfirmed in a study that compared six different methods of assessing body fat content using underwater weighing as a reference.¹⁹ A percentage body fat distress rating was incorporated as another face valid measure of body image affect. Because removing the shirt is necessary to ensure accurate assessment, participants were offered the choice to undergo this procedure in a private setting if desired. Immediately after caliper measurements were taken, participants rated their anxiety on the SUDS (from 0 to 100) described above.

FFMI
The FFMI is a measure of muscularity derived from height, weight, and approximate body fat percentage. We used the FFMI because groups of athletic men can differ considerably in levels of muscularity. The following FFMI computation was used:

\[ \text{FFMI} = \frac{(\text{lean body mass/height}^2) + 6.1 \times (1.8 - \text{height (m)})}{1.8 - \text{height (m)}} \]

In this formula, lean body mass is calculated from body fat percentage (caliper measurement) and body weight in kg.

**Procedure**
Before data collection, the research was approved by an institutional review board. Questionnaires were administered in the same order for all participants—that is, basic information, MBSRQ, SPAS, TSBI, and EAT-26. Competitive bodybuilders answered additional questions about their bodybuilding involvement. Some participants arranged times to return the questionnaires, at which time weigh in and body fat measurement procedures were completed. Others opted to complete these procedures before the questionnaires, mailed anonymously to the investigator in a stamped addressed envelope. Most participants completed the questionnaire on site, immediately followed by weigh in, and then body fat procedures. For the weigh in, a portable scale was used in locations where a balance beam scale was unavailable. Immediately afterwards, participants rated their discomfort on the SUDS. Skinfold measurement was taken using calipers at four locations: biceps, triceps, subscapular, and suprailliac. Immediately afterwards, participants rated their emotional discomfort on the SUDS. After completing the study, participants were offered the opportunity for debriefing.

**RESULTS**
The plan for data analysis in this study entailed one way, between group analysis of variance for comparing the three cohorts on all continuous variables, calculation of a partial η² index of effect size, followed where significant by Tukey’s HSD post hoc comparisons. Firstly, these analyses were carried out on the basic and body composition variables. Secondly, analysis of variance was used to compare the groups on the study’s several measures of body image. Finally, group comparisons were made on the two psychosocial adjustment variables—that is, social self esteem and eating attitudes.

**Comparison of basic data and body compositions**
Table 1 indicates that the three groups did not differ significantly with respect to age, education, or percentage body fat. However, significant (p<0.001) group differences were observed for body mass index (kg/m²) (F₂,₁₁₇ = 20.46, \( \eta^² = 0.26 \)) and FFMI (F₂,₁₁₇ = 28.66, \( \eta^² = 0.33 \)). Competitive bodybuilders weighed more relative to height and had a higher FFMI—that is, greater muscularity—than the other two groups, who did not differ.

**Group comparisons on body image measures**
Analysis of variance was used to compare the three groups on two indices of global body image evaluation: MBSRQ appearance evaluation and the SPAS. As table 2 shows, groups differed reliably on appearance evaluation: F₂,₁₁₁ = 12.13, p<0.001, \( \eta^² = 0.17 \). Both competitive bodybuilders and weight trainers reported a significantly more positive evaluation of their appearance than did the athletically active controls. The effect on the SPAS was marginal: F₁,₁₁₁ = 2.57, p = 0.061, \( \eta^² = 0.05 \). Controls reported only slightly more social physique anxiety than the other groups.

Participants reported their actual and ideal body weights. An examination of these data indicated that a higher ideal weight was desired by 88% of competitive bodybuilders, 75% of weight trainers, and 50% of active controls. An analysis of variance on the signed self ideal weight discrepancy scores (ideal minus current weight) indicated significantly greater weight gain desires by the bodybuilders than the active controls (F₂,₁₁₁ = 9.43, p<0.001, \( \eta^² = 0.15 \)). Bodybuilders’ weight gain desires were only marginally higher than those of weight trainers (p<0.08), whose ideals were only marginally higher than those of active controls (p<0.09).

To evaluate group differences in satisfaction with specific body areas pertinent to body weight and physique, one way analysis of variance was conducted on the BASS items for weight, muscle tone, upper torso, mid torso, and lower torso. With Bonferroni adjustment to reduce type 1 error, \( \alpha \) was set at 0.01 for each F test. Reliable group effects were observed on three pertinent areas of body satisfaction: satisfaction with mid torso, upper torso, and muscle tone, F₂,₁₁₁ = 5.83, 5.19, and 6.80 respectively and \( p<0.01, \eta^² = 0.09, 0.08, 0.10 \) respectively. Group differences did not occur on satisfaction with lower torso (p<0.08) or weight (p<0.69). As shown in table 2, post hoc tests indicated that bodybuilders and weight trainers alike were more satisfied with their muscle tone and upper torso than were active control participants (p<0.05). Bodybuilders were also more content with their mid torso than were weight trainers or controls (p<0.01), who did not differ.

Analysis of variance was used to compare groups with respect to distress during weigh in and body fat assessments. Table 2 indicates that they did not differ significantly on body image discomfort in either context.

Finally, a significant group effect was found on the MBSRQ appearance orientation measure of the extent of cognitive behavioural investment in one’s appearance (F₂,₁₁₁ = 4.80, p<0.01, \( \eta^² = 0.08 \)). As table 2 shows, both competitive bodybuilders and non-competitive weight trainers were more appearance invested than active controls (p<0.05).
Group comparisons on psychosocial adjustment measures

A significant group effect occurred on the TSBI measure of social self esteem ($F_{2,177} = 3.99, p<0.05, \eta^2 = 0.07$). Table 2 shows that competitive bodybuilders reported higher social self esteem than controls ($p<0.02$). Weight trainers did not differ from the other groups.

A significant effect on the EAT-26 measure of eating disturbance ($F_{2,177} = 4.79, p<0.01, \eta^2 = 0.08$) revealed that competitive bodybuilders reported more eating disturbance than active controls ($p<0.01$) (Table 2). Five participants (two competitive bodybuilders, three non-competitive weight trainers) scored at or above 20 on the EAT-26, a clinical cutoff score.

DISCUSSION

This investigation compared multiple facets of body image, social self esteem, and eating attitudes among three cohorts of athletic men who were comparable in age and educational level. Competitive bodybuilders were heavier in body mass than were either non-competitive weight trainers or athletically active controls. As would be expected, however, competitive bodybuilders possessed greater fat-free body mass—that is, muscularity—than did the other two groups.

Even with their larger body size, the competitive bodybuilders wished to weigh an average of 17.2 pounds more, presumably in muscle mass, and significantly more compared with controls.

Of particular importance among the results was the fact that the three groups differed significantly on overall appearance satisfaction (MBSRQ appearance evaluation scale). Both competitive bodybuilders and regular weight trainers held more favourable overall views of their physical appearance than athletically active controls. The former two cohorts also reported marginally less physique anxiety on the SPAS ($p = 0.061$). The three groups were comparable in their level of comfort during a weigh in assessment as well as during the caliper measurement of their adiposity. Reliable differences were apparent on participants’ satisfaction with specific aspects of their body. Relative to the other two groups, competitive bodybuilders were more satisfied with their abdominal area. Perhaps they spend more time working on abdominal muscles than non-competitive weight trainers, who may work more exclusively on upper body definition—that is, arms and chest. Both bodybuilders and weight trainers were more satisfied with their upper torso and their body’s overall muscle tone than were active controls. Thus, the differences in global body image satisfaction among groups also incorporate differences in specific body site satisfaction. Furthermore, it appears that weight training rather than competition per se is associated with greater satisfaction with muscle.

Our body image findings do not support the proposition of greater muscle dysmorphia among competitive bodybuilders in particular or more generally among men who regularly lift weights, relative to athletically active men. Of course, there probably exists a minority of weightlifting men who, despite their substantial muscularity, view themselves as too “scrawny” and are obsessed with and self conscious about this distorted self perception. Pope et al. found that nine of 108 bodybuilders—that is, about 8%—met criteria for muscle dysmorphia. Although the highly muscular, competitive bodybuilders in our study (mean BMI = 24.9) wished to be even larger (by an average of 17 pounds), this aspiration did not diminish their body image satisfaction in other respects.

Both competitive bodybuilders and non-competitive weight trainers reported more cognitive behavioural investment in their physical appearance than did active controls. Somewhat surprisingly, we found that men who compete in public competitions were no more invested in their appearance than non-competitive weight trainers. Also using the

| Table 1 | Comparisons of groups with respect to basic and body composition variables |
|---------|--------------------------|-----------------------------|------------------|
| Variable | Competitive bodybuilders | Non-competitive weight trainers | Active controls |
| Age      | 27.03 (6.42)             | 27.40 (5.91)                | 29.60 (7.29)     |
| Education| 14.73 (1.81)             | 14.98 (2.24)                | 14.18 (2.43)     |
| Body mass index* | 29.10 (3.20)* | 26.22 (2.78)b | 24.96 (2.92)b |
| Percentage body fat | 14.77 (3.73) | 16.20 (4.36) | 16.19 (3.94) |
| Fat-free mass index* | 24.91 (2.91)* | 22.04 (2.10)b | 20.91 (2.22)b |

Values are mean (SD).

*Significant analysis of variance at $p<0.001$. Rows not sharing a common superscript letter are significantly different at least at $p<0.05$.

| Table 2 | Comparison of groups with respect to body image and psychosocial adjustment |
|---------|--------------------------|-----------------------------|------------------|
| Measure | Competitive bodybuilders | Non-competitive weight trainers | Active controls |
| Appearance evaluation** | 4.10 (0.45)* | 4.00 (0.51)* | 3.58 (0.55)b |
| Physique anxiety | 18.73 (6.49) | 18.70 (6.85) | 21.73 (6.12) |
| Weight discrepancy** | 17.08 (13.85)* | 10.02 (14.45)b | 3.05 (15.00)c |
| Satisfaction mid torso** | 3.98 (0.86)* | 3.35 (1.08)b | 3.33 (0.94)b |
| Satisfaction upper torso** | 4.10 (0.67)* | 4.15 (0.74)a | 3.68 (0.76)|
| Satisfaction muscle tone** | 4.22 (0.58)* | 4.08 (0.69)c | 3.63 (0.95)c |
| Weigh in anxiety | 11.25 (13.59) | 14.90 (14.97) | 6.50 (15.78) |
| Body fat anxiety | 22.23 (19.78) | 27.65 (22.00) | 28.48 (20.01) |
| Appearance orientation** | 3.67 (0.65)* | 3.62 (0.55)* | 3.28 (0.64) |
| Social self esteem* | 62.23 (8.45)* | 60.23 (8.80)b | 56.68 (9.13)b |
| Eating attitudes** | 8.88 (6.49)* | 6.53 (6.59)b | 4.78 (3.90)b |

Values are mean (SD).

*Significant analysis of variance at $p<0.05$. **Significant analysis of variance at $p<0.01$.

Rows not sharing a common superscript letter are significantly different at least at $p<0.05$. www.bjsportmed.com
Our findings do not support a common assumption that competitive bodybuilders as a group are more ‘muscle dysmorphic’ than either non-competitive weight trainers or physically active men who do not train with weights. Competitive bodybuilders showed better global body image among the groups in this study.

In conclusion, this investigation did not confirm greater body image disturbances among either competitive or non-competitive bodybuilders relative to athletically active men. In fact, our findings were more consistent with the conclusion of a better global body image and a more favourable self evaluation of body definition among bodybuilders. Future research is crucial to distinguish those men for whom bodybuilding is a self enhancing activity from those for whom it is a self perpetuating facet of excessive and dysphoric preoccupation with the muscularity and adiposity of the body. Longitudinal studies would be quite valuable to discern the body image experiences of bodybuilders in specific contexts—for example, during or after competitions—and as they approach “retirement” from competition. Furthermore, research on female bodybuilders is essential. Finally, the role of the body image disturbance in the use of androgenic-anabolic steroids also represents an important direction for scientific study.  
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This paper offers useful new data on the issue of body image among bodybuilders, and suggests that even at the competitive level, most bodybuilders do not suffer from muscle dysmorphia or related body image problems. This finding emphasises the important fact that bodybuilding is not inherently pathological (in contradiction to the beliefs of many clinicians and members of the general public), and that only a small minority of bodybuilders suffer from serious body image disorders. However, the possibility remains that bodybuilders with severe body image problems may have been more likely to decline participation in this study, thus biasing the results towards the null.
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